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Introduction: Why Your Email List Should Be Your
Number 1 Priority
You are reading this report because you already understand the importance of
building your list for the success of your business. However, veteran and beginner
bloggers and other web business builders have a lot to do. You have to build your
website, consistently create and publish content, spend time driving targeted
traffic, handle customer service issues, create products and perform dozens of
other tasks.
This means that sometimes list building falls by the wayside.
You simply can't let that happen. The smartest and most successful online
businessmen and women spend the majority of their time building their lists.
They either handle the task themselves, or pass list building onto virtual
assistants and freelancers. Whatever path they choose, they are constantly, on a
daily basis, working on building a list of subscribers that is engaged and
responsive.
Why is this?
Why do the most successful Internet businesses, regardless what niche they're in
and what product or service they sell, focus so much attention on list building?
The following impressive statistics tell you all you need to know about the
importance of prioritizing list building:
•

Email is an incredible 40 times more successful at
getting new clients and customers than Twitter
or Facebook. (McKinsey and Company)

•

Email has the highest conversion rate when you
look at purchases made as a result of a
marketing message, an incredible 66%. That is
higher than direct mail, website marketing, pay per
click, webinars, podcasts and all other marketing
efforts. (The Direct Marketing Association)

•

People love checking their email. According to Adobe, outside of the
workplace, "… Americans most commonly check their email while watching
TV (70%), from bed (52%), on vacation (50%), while on the phone (43%),
from the bathroom (42%) and even—most dangerously—while driving
(18%)"

•

United States marketing executives say that email alone creates the same
amount of revenue, or more, then their websites, social media marketing

and display ad efforts combined. (Data supplied by The Relevancy Group)
•

72 out of every 100 consumers (72%) would prefer you contact
them through email rather than any other channel. Only 48% of
consumers said they didn't mind communication through snail mail, and no
consumer wants you to call them on the phone. (According to
MarketingSherpa research)

•

Your competitors are not building an email list, which provides you
with a tremendous opportunity. A full 15% of the top 500 Internet retailers
don't offer an email sign-up form on their website. As much as 8% of those
top-performing companies force you to open an account to create an opt-in.
(Information supplied by 250ok)

•

There are 3 times as many email accounts as there are Facebook plus
Twitter accounts combined. (Radicati Group)

•

When asked to receive important updates from a
company, only 1 in 10 elect to receive updates
on Facebook. However, 9 in 10 prefer you
send company updates and marketing
material to their inbox. (Nielsen Norman
Group)

•

Finally, smart email marketing delivers a
return on investment (ROI) of nearly 4,300%
according to the Direct Marketing Association.
For every $1 spent on email marketing,
companies make, on average, $43.

If that last statistic is not enough reason for you to make list building your
number one business priority, then you can stop reading.
However, if you understand the power that the above
statistics and data reveal, you are probably excited
about learning a simple 5 step system that can get your
first 100 subscribers … quickly.
Then you simply continue to follow those 5 steps on your way to 1,000, 5,000,
10,000 email subscribers and beyond. That is exactly what this no-fluff, easy-tofollow email list building report will show you.
The first step in this simple list building system shows you exactly how to get
set up properly. We won't simply tell you in a vague detail what you need to do.
We will show you exactly where to go, and what to do, to set up your list building
funnel. Don't worry, even if you are technologically challenged, this is easier than

you think.
Step 2 covers creating your opt-in freebie. These are often called opt-in
"bribes" since you are giving something away of value in return for someone
joining your email newsletter. Some freebies work better than others, and will
show you exactly how to create the perfect piece of opt-in content for your
targeted prospects.
Step 3 covers where to place your opt-in forms, boxes, pop-ups and text
links for the highest conversion rate. You definitely need these opt-in tools on
your website. You should also have a specific landing page for driving targeted
traffic to build your list. We will discuss exactly what a landing page is, sometimes
called a squeeze page, and show you how to build a high converting landing page
quickly and effortlessly.
Step 4 in your 5 step list building course concerns traffic. Your opt-in bribe might
be the greatest ever created. Your opt-in form might be a work of art, creating a
desire in your prospects mind to join your list immediately. Your landing page
might convert at 50%. The problem is, without traffic, none of that matters. We
will show you multiple traffic getting methods, some paid and some free, so you
can get web surfers where they need to be to join your list.
Finally, step 5 is all about taking care of your list. This begins by first and
foremost remembering that your list is not a thing. It is a group of human beings
just like yourself. They have needs and desires, and when you develop a strong
relationship and really care about your list members, solving their problems and
calming their anxieties, list building is simple, effective and extremely profitable.
You will also learn different ways to engage your list members for the best
possible outcome for them, and for your business.
By now you are probably anxious to get started collecting your first 100
subscribers, so let's begin doing exactly that.

Step 1: Getting Set Up
This is email list building in a nutshell: You create something of value. You give it
away to people in exchange for their email address, and the right to send them
emails in the future. That is really all there is to building a list, at least
theoretically.
This first step in your simple 5 step list building course to fast 100 subscribers
cover the nuts and bolts side of getting set up properly. As mentioned
above, you only need a few simple things. 1) You absolutely must open an
account with an autoresponder service. 2) You need a value-rich, problem-solving
freebie to give away in exchange for email addresses. 3) Then you need
somewhere on the web to place your opt-in box, opt-in form and/or landing page.

What Is an Autoresponder Service?
An autoresponder service is a piece of software or program which allows you to
quickly send an email to your entire list. The most effective way of doing this is
by setting up an autoresponder series. You create 5 or 10 or 25 or however many
email messages you want to go out.
Then whenever someone signs up to your list, they automatically receive email 1.
The 2nd email is sent out a certain amount of time after the first email. The same
happens with the 3rd and the 4th and every other email in your autoresponder
series.
You can see how powerful this is.
Once you develop an autoresponder series one time, it automatically is sent to
anyone who subscribes to your email list, no matter what time of the day or
night, doing the majority of your email marketing for you.
You can also send out what are called broadcast messages.
These are one-time emails you create and send through your autoresponder
automatically to everyone on your list. You can also schedule a single broadcast
message to be delivered sometime in the future.
Choose one of the following autoresponder services to help you build your email
list, and sign up for an account. New account holders are entitled to free or
discounted services, usually for 30 days.
The top 7 autoresponder services are listed below:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

AWeber
IContact
GetResponse
MailChimp
Constant Contact
InfusionSoft
ConvertKit

Choosing Your Virtual Real Estate
If you have a blog on Blogger,
WordPress.com or some other
blogging platform, that is okay for
getting started. However, you
should seriously consider
having your own website
built. When you own your own
domain name (the name of your
website or business) and website,
you are always in control.
If you are running your business on some free blogging service, you have zero
control. They can shut your blog down, and your business, at any time and
without giving any reason for doing so.
NameCheap, GoDaddy and Google Domains all offer affordable domain name
purchasing. They also provide domain hosting and even website building services.
Head to one of those reliable domain registrars, search for and register a website
name for your business. You can alternately perform a Google search for "top
domain registrars" and choose one of those companies.
You will also need hosting for your website.
This is where your online business "lives". HostGator will host unlimited websites
for you for around $5 or $10 per month. BlueHost and DreamHost are a couple of
other good hosting services. Once you have purchased your domain name and set
it up on your hosting service, install WordPress to build your blog.
(Huge time-saving, headache-free tip. Talented freelancers
at websites like Fiverr, Upwork and Freelancer can handle
all of this work for you inexpensively and quickly, usually for under $100.)

In the next section of this report we will talk about creating your opt-in. For now,
you should be set up. You should have a website or blog, and you have
subscribed to an autoresponder service. The only thing you need now is an
enticing opt-in bribe.

Step 2: Creating An Opt-In Bribe
If you have never created an opt-in freebie, download or video, there is no need
to start freaking out. This is much easier to do than you may believe. When
creating an opt-in bribe, always think quality instead of quantity. A 1-page
checklist that teaches a successful process and makes a system pain-free for your
subscribers will always work better than a 5-hour video series for building your
list.
Before we create your value-rich and enticing opt-in product, let's dig a little
deeper into the word "bribe". You no doubt have negative connotations attached
to that word. When you hear of someone caught bribing someone else, it is
usually not a positive experience that is being reported. However, when building
your list, "bribing" people to subscribe is absolutely essential.
Here's why.
Psychologists will tell you about the Law of Reciprocity. Put in simple terms, most
people believe they should give you something if you give them something of
value. The more value you provide with your gift, the more indebted that person
feels towards you. Provide a problem-solving, time-saving, profit-making opt-in
bribe and your list subscribers will happily let you market to them through their
email address.
In many cases, this single list building tactic gets subscribers in an unconscious
mindset of trusting you and liking you as well. You have just given a total
stranger something that can solve a big problem in his or her life. Then over the
course of your next few emails, you are going to provide even more free value.
This is what makes an opt-in freebie so powerful. You give someone something of
value, and they have given you nothing more than an email address. They
unconsciously feel compelled to open your emails, and listen to your marketing
messages.

Creating Your Freebie
Chances are you have written an email. That means you know how to compose
an online message. Creating a freebie is nothing more than that. Gear your opt-in
freebie to your business, and laser focus it to your marketplace. Make sure it
solves a big problem, saves time, makes money or delivers some other reward for
a potential subscriber in your niche.
Everyone has different skill sets.

You may be very good at creating online videos. Perhaps you can write persuasive
copy. Maybe you have a gift for explaining intricate processes in very simple
terms. Whatever your particular skills, choose from the following list of top types
of opt-in bribes.
1 – List of resources
2 – Video course
3 – Webinar
4 – Checklist
5 – Actionable blueprint
6 – Special report
7 – Interview
8 – White paper
9 – Tele-seminar
10 – Downloadable MP3 file
11 – Email course
12 – E-book
13 – One-on-one coaching session
14 – Free consultation or audit
15 – Cheat sheet
16 – Template
17 – Plug-in
18 – Free software
19 – A physical product
20 – An important case study
Don't kill yourself here. Also, don't take a lot of time. You already know
important, valuable, problem-solving information that your market is dying to
hear.
Open up a Word or Open Office document and write down a list of Top 25
Resources that make the life of someone in your target audience easier. Select
the option for saving your content as a PDF to make it look professional. Write a
cheat sheet, template or checklist, or record a short video. Whatever opt-in bribe
you create, make sure it delivers tons of value and is actionable.

The “Content Upgrades” Strategy
In the past, most bloggers and online marketers would create one freebie –
usually an eBook – and add a link to subscribe for that freebie in their blog
sidebar. That worked, for a time, but things have now moved on.
Today, people are having more success using the “content upgrades” strategy of
multiple freebies. The idea is that you create several small freebies that are
super-targeted towards the content of a blog post.

Here’s an example:
•

You have a very detailed blog post about growing herbs indoors. It’s useful
all by itself, however you offer an extra “upgrade” to the content – a free
watering tips cheat sheet – for those who choose to sign up to your email
list.

•

You have a different blog post all about growing your own tomatoes. It
includes lots of useful information, but again you offer an “upgrade” for
those who subscribe to your email list – a mini eBook that teaches readers
how to store their tomatoes when they grow too many to possibly eat at
once.

•

In both cases, you link to the free “upgrade” multiple times throughout the
most. Most bloggers do this with a simple yellow or brightly-colors button,
like this example from the LeadPages blog – see it in action here:
https://blog.leadpages.net/what-is-a-squeeze-page-how-to-make/

Does this sound overwhelming? Don’t worry! The key is to start with just one
content upgrade. Put your effort into creating a really useful blog post and then
make it even more useful with a content upgrade.
Some blog posts won’t be as “epic” and they won’t have their own specific
content upgrade. That’s fine! Save your content upgrades for your truly epic and
valuable blog posts, and then focus your efforts to drive traffic to those posts
specifically (see the next section for more about that).

Delivering Your Freebie
This is where your autoresponder software comes in. You will use your
autoresponder service to create a Thank You email. In this email, you include a
link where your subscriber can go to consume or download their opt-in gift.
Where do you put your bribe? You build a specific page on your website for it.

Whether you use WordPress, some blogging platform or another website building
system, you can "hide" pages and posts. Place your template, checklist, cheat
sheet, video or other opt-in bribe on a dedicated page on your website. Then you
check the option for hiding that content from search engines. This keeps people
from being able to download your freebie without joining your email list.
Grab the URL where your opt-in bribe is located. Head over to your
autoresponder.
Create an email that thanks your customer
for joining your newsletter or list. In that
email, tell them how frequently you will be
contacting them, and what they can expect.
Include the URL link to your opt-in freebie.
Some autoresponder services will also host
your opt-in bribe for you, so you don't have
to put it on your website or blog.
This Thank You email is the first in your
autoresponder series. Make sure you
include links back to your opt-in form or
landing page and ask your new subscriber
to share on social media. This can turn 1
new subscriber into 2 or 5 or 10 quickly.
You should create several more follow-up
emails that go out every 2 or 3 days, or at
least once a week. This is where you begin
delivering even more value, offering a
value-rich, problem-solving promotion or
sale every 3 or 4 emails.

Step 3: Make It Easy to Subscribe to Your List
Okay, you have created a value oriented, problem-solving opt-in bribe. You have
placed it on your website or blog, and integrated it with your autoresponder
service. Your next step is to begin attracting traffic.
You have probably seen opt-in boxes and forms on multiple websites. Smart
marketers make it very easy for you to subscribe to their list. You are probably on
multiple email newsletters and lists right now. One of the reasons you traded your
email address for some type of download or other free information is because
that business owner made it very easy for you to subscribe.

Ask for Minimal Information
Research continually shows that when you ask
for the least amount of information, your
conversion rate goes up. Your autoresponder
service will provide you with opt-in boxes and
forms that ask for a lot of information. These are
always customizable.
Ask for nothing more than an email address
for your subscriber to download or access
your bribe.
If you absolutely must, you can also require your
subscriber to give you his or her name. In 99 out
of 100 cases, this is all the information you need
to ask for! An argument can be made that
certain business models require more
information, such as an address if you are
sending out a physical product. Never, ever, ever
ask for more information than is absolutely
required. This will increase your conversion rate.

Where Do You Put Your Opt-In Form?
It is widely agreed by successful Internet businessmen and women that you need
an opt-in form at the top of the right sidebar on your site or blog. However, you
should not stop there. There are opt-in plug-ins that make adding an opt-in box
at the top and bottom of each web page super simple.
There are other plug-ins that deliver a pop-up style opt-in box when a web visitor
scrolls past a certain level on your page. You can also create opt-in forms that
function as text links in the middle of your content, as we mentioned in the

previous section on “content upgrades”. In short, making it simple to subscribe to
your email list means giving several options on each page and post of your site.

The Power of a Dedicated Opt-In Landing Page (Squeeze Page)
A landing page is just that – a page where someone lands after you direct them
there from another location. These are also called squeeze pages because they
squeeze a desired response out of a visitor, in this case subscribing to your email
list. The simpler and shorter your landing page, the better.
Do you need to create a squeeze page? When you’re first building your list,
you’ll probably focus more on the “content upgrades” strategy that we talked
about in the previous step, sprinkling your freebie opt in links throughout your
blog posts.
However, creating a separate squeeze page is useful for bigger freebies. You may
decide to create one “signature freebie” and then smaller content upgrades. Your
signature freebie will probably be directly related to something you want to sell.
A squeeze page is also easy to share from social media. Basically, it gives you a
direct link to send people to sign up for your freebie, rather than sending them to
your blog and them having to find the opt-in link among all of your other content.
So what do you want on the squeeze page? You don't want tons of
distracting video and advertisements. If your website has multiple columns, you
want those removed as well. Site building programs like WordPress have dozens,
if not hundreds, of landing page plug-ins that handle this job for you.
You can alternately use one of the following 10 landing page resources to create a
high conversion page:
1 – LeadPages
2 – Instapage
3 – Unbounce
4 – Lander
5 – LeadSquared
6 – Launchrock
7 – PageWiz
8 – Prefinery
9 – KickoffLabs
10 – Optimizely
All of the top autoresponder services integrates smoothly with the landing page
resources just mentioned.

Share, Share, Share!
Another way to make it simple for people to subscribe is to share your message
everywhere. You already have social media accounts. Share your landing page
URL on all of those social networks and more. Send emails to any previous
customers or business associates who you know could benefit.
Share your landing page, or a blog post with several opt-in opportunities,
everywhere and with everyone you can reach on a consistent basis. Sharing your
landing page URL is just one way to develop traffic, which we discuss in detail in
your next step.

Step 4: Send Traffic to Your Freebie
(Volumes could be written on the subject of traffic alone. As this special report is
laser focused on getting the first 100 people
on your list, we have honed in on a very
specific and targeted traffic approach.)
On the Internet, marketers refer to
prospects and possible clients as traffic. You
need traffic to your offer to build your list.
The good thing about developing traffic,
sometimes in tidal waves, is that there are
literally hundreds of ways to do so. Even so,
all traffic boils down to 2 types – paid and
free.

Paid Traffic
It needs to be pointed out immediately that when you first start
experimenting with paying for traffic, you need to be very careful. You can
take all the paid traffic courses and classes in the world, and still lose large
amounts of money before you become good at it.
For that reason, we don't recommend paid traffic when you
begin to build your list. Free traffic sources are more than enough to grab
your first 100 subscribers, and many more.
Paid traffic includes PPC, banner advertising, advertising on social networks and
dozens of other sources. Google Adwords, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn ads,
Outbrain Amplify and Bing Ads are a few of the many types of paid traffic
services.

Is Free Traffic Really Free?
Free traffic is traffic you do not pay for.
That much is obvious from the name. However, there is usually an indirect
cost. Some action you take that requires your time is eventually responsible for
traffic heading to your landing page or website. The great thing about free traffic
is the more you get, the greater return on your time investment.
Let's say you spend 2 hours writing and posting a really great, informative, valuerich blog post. You include important keywords and phrases that are important to
your marketplace. You publish it, and the first week 100 unique visitors find your
blog post while surfing. You have several opt-in forms sprinkled in and around

that blog post, and 5 of those 100 unique visitors decide to sign up to your email
list.
Was that traffic, and those subscribers, really free?
Figure out what 2 hours of your time is worth. If your personal time is worth $25
per hour, then it cost you $50 to write and publish that post. That means your
unique visitors cost $0.50 per piece, and it cost you a whopping $10 per
subscriber to build your email list.
Those are some pretty lofty fees. However, the beauty of free traffic is that you
only have to create the content one time, and if you have done your search
engine optimization (SCO) properly, Google and other search engines will
send you traffic forever. So over time, your cost per unique visitor and per
subscriber for that piece of content is constantly heading towards zero. That's a
beautiful thing.

Free and Paid Traffic Sources and Strategies
We just discussed the simplest way to develop free traffic. Make a blog post or
create a web page, fill it full of problem-solving information that is
valuable to the people in your market, make it attractive to search
engines and you will get free traffic.
Note that this works better and better the longer you’ve been publishing content,
so in the beginning you will also need to attempt to get traffic from a number of
sources. This usually means investing some time creating a presence on the best
social media sites for your audience. Pinterest is often the traffic-generation
website of choice, but you need to actively spend time there to grow your
following.

You should also alert any current email list members that you have published a
new blog post. Your email list is the most controllable traffic source you will ever
have. Every time you do anything business-related, let your list know about it.
You can also ask your list to share your new content with their favorite social
networks like Facebook and Twitter so that your current list is helping you drive
traffic and grow your list even bigger.
As mentioned earlier, you should head to all of the big social networks and let
them know every time you put new content on your site, or develop a blog post.
Always make sure you have multiple opt-in opportunities in and around any
content you create.
E-books, online products and courses you create, video
sharing sites like YouTube, press releases, writing guest
blog posts, search engine optimization on your site, free classified ad and
directory networks, article marketing, social networking, Facebook and
LinkedIn groups and forum participation are all excellent free traffic
sources.
The key with free traffic is to be everywhere, so experiment with all of the above
free traffic generators.

Step 5: Looking After Your List
The fastest way to build, or destroy, your business is through word-of-mouth
advertising. How you treat the people on your list is going to go a long way
towards how rapidly your list grows, and how profitable it is to you.
Remember that your list is a collection of real people, with real problems,
desires and needs. That is why they downloaded your opt-in bribe and
subscribed to your list. They are looking for help and information. Supply what
they are looking for, offering free value more often than sales pitches, and you
won't have any problem growing your business.

Write in the 2nd Person
When you communicate with your list, you should use the words you, yours and
yourself more frequently than I, me and mine. This is one of the first rules of
copywriting. People are more engaged when you address their needs rather than
your own. Which of the following would you rather see in an email on a list you
subscribe to?
A - "I have just created a great new product. I believe this is going to
solve a lot of problems that have been plaguing the "fill in the blank"
marketplace. I developed this product because of valuable feedback I
have received from my list. I am so excited because I finally am going
to be able to help so many people solve their problems."
B - "I would like to thank you for sending me feedback on what problems
and needs you have. You told me exactly what help you are looking for,
and that is invaluable in creating usable, actionable, problem-solving
solutions for you and others in the "fill in the blank" field. You have got

me so excited, because I just finished creating your value-rich, problemsolving solution to the problems you are having."
The people on your list don't want to hear "I, I, I". In the first scenario, the words
you, yours, yourself are not used one time. It sounds like someone bragging
about something they did for their own needs.
The second scenario engages your reader. Your subscriber feels like you're talking
to him or her personally, in a one-to-one conversation. Any decent copywriter will
tell you when you address the needs of your audience, rather than your own,
your conversion rates and sales improve dramatically.

How Often Should You Sell?
How often should you be selling versus providing free, valuable information and
content? The actual answer here is going to differ for different businesses.
If you develop a business and call it "Daily Offers", your audience is going to
expect at least 1 promotional or sales-oriented email each day.
For the most part however, the people on your list are more responsive and
engaged, and eventually more productive to you financially, when you provide
value more often than when you are trying to sell something.
The majority of successful marketers will tell you that in
most fields sending 2 to 4 non-promotional emails for
every promotional email is a smart formula to follow.
It bears repeating, however, that you will have to experiment with your business
and subscribers to find out what the sweet spot is between running a profitable
business, and keeping your list members happy.
One way smart marketers do this is by subscribing to their own list. They pretend
they have just landed on their own website and subscribe to their own email
newsletter. They receive their own emails, thinking about the point of view of
someone in that field or niche who is connecting with them for the first time.
Not to beat a dead horse, but when you write from the point of view of your
market's needs and problems, and not your own, you engage your list in the
healthiest way.

Rewarding Loyalty and Using Exclusivity
Everyone likes to feel special. Everyone, including the subscribers on your list,
enjoys being rewarded for some action. You can reward your list members
occasionally by delivering a valuable bonus, product or service that is "exclusive
to my list subscribers".

Just make sure it truly is exclusive to your subscribers, and not available to nonsubscribers.
You can use loyalty in the same way. Put the power of your autoresponder to
work for you. You can send an email to be delivered exactly 1 month, 6 months
or 1 year after someone signs up on your list. Thank that subscriber for loyally
opening your emails, and reward that loyalty with a free gift.
Create a Facebook group that is closed to the public, only accessible to your
subscribers. Let them know when you will be hanging out and interacting in their
group, and be sure to tell your list that you built that Facebook group exclusively
for list members only.
Think about how you would respond if
you were treated that way, and you
can understand why it just makes
sense to treat your subscribers
accordingly.
Extend to your subscribers special
heavily discounted sales once or
twice a year. Tell your subscribers if
they share your landing page or blog
post with a friend that you will give
them 25% off for 50% off their next
purchase.
Frequently ask your subscribers what you can do to make their lives better.
Why not host webinars and tele-seminars where you spend an hour or 2
answering questions and solving problems, absolutely free?
Stop beating your list over the head with offers and promotions.
Give free, valuable content regularly, and sell less frequently. Write emails as if
you are talking to 1 person across a coffee table. After all, the subscriber reading
your email is a single person. Write your emails with your market's needs,
problems and attitudes in mind, and your business needs will take care of
themselves.

